Advanced To Exhibit Its Intelligent Fire Solutions, Including
DynamixSmoke Solution, At Intersec 2020
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Fire safety solutions expert and fire protection equipment firm, Advanced has announced
that it will be showcasing its latest versatile range of fire protection solutions at Intersec
2020 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Advanced will be exhibiting its state-of-the-art fire safety products at F24 stall in Hall 4 of the
Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre in Dubai, UAE. Visitors will discover
the full spectrum of fire safety solutions offered by Advanced’s Axis EN and Axis AX fire

systems. They can also see why its powerful features – including unrivalled networking
capability, false alarm management and easy-program cause and effect – make it a trusted
choice for the tallest to the smallest buildings around the globe.

DynamixSmoke solution
Advanced will also be demonstrating the company’s award-winning
DynamixSmoke solution

Advanced will also be demonstrating the company’s award-winning DynamixSmoke
solution, which radically simplifies smoke control configuration. Thanks to its innovative,
easy-to-use matrix programming, DynamixSmoke ensures measurable time and cost
savings.

The company’s ‘gold standard’ redundant fire panels will also be showcased at the Intersec
event in Dubai. These high-tech fire panels automatically protect users from system
downtime to ensure total peace of mind whenever faults or power outages occur.

Intersec Dubai 2020

Steve Carroll, General Manager for Advanced in the Middle East region, said: “Intersec is a
highlight of our company, Advanced’s exhibition calendar. It offers us the opportunity to spend
time with new customers and valued partners introducing our latest products and features
designed for the Middle East, Africa, and Indian subcontinent and beyond”.

Steve further says, “We’ve built a reputation for developing products that offer unrivalled levels
of performance, quality and ease of use. We’re looking forward to discussing how these benefits
of Advanced’s systems can help solve our visitors’ fire protection challenges.”

View this article on TheBigRedGuide.com.
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